
What to say and 
How to say it
Early insights into creative in the time of COVID



Consumer Context



CONSUMER CONTEXT: HOW ARE CUSTOMERS THINKING ABOUT BRANDS?

Consumers look 
to brands to help 
bring back a sense 
of normalcy and 
move forward 
with reassurance

TALK 
TO

77% of consumers say brands should 
talk about how the brand is helpful 
in the new everyday life

ACT 
FOR

75% of consumers say brands should 
inform about their efforts to face the 

situation

For More Consumer Insight, See The Human Truths:  
Human Side Of Uncertainty ReportSource: Kantar, “COVID-19 Barometer: Consumer attitudes, media habits and expectations,” 30 Markets, 

03/2020, n=500 per market except Italy where n=1000; 

http://go/ht-uncertainty
http://go/ht-uncertainty


Brand roles 
may differ by 
market 
dynamics

US

72% 72%

ZA

85%

88%

CA

73%

75%

FR

62%

67%

DE

64%

68%

BR

88%

86%

UK

69%
70%

KR

77% 77%

CN

84% 84%

IT

76%

79%

ES

81%
83%

TALK TO ME

ACT FOR WE

Source: Kantar, “COVID-19 Barometer: Consumer attitudes, media habits and expectations,” 30 Markets, 
03/2020, n=500 per market except Italy where n=1000; 
Note: only selected markets are displayed here and graph not perfectly to scale. 

CONSUMER CONTEXT: HOW ARE CUSTOMERS THINKING ABOUT BRANDS?

For More Consumer Insight, See The Human Truths:  
Human Side Of Uncertainty Report

http://go/ht-uncertainty
http://go/ht-uncertainty


5 Human 
Responses to 
Uncertainty are 
seen in global 
Google search 
data

01.

I am trying to 
regain 
control

02.

I am seeking 
comfort in 
the familiar

05.

Always-on is 
my lifeline, 
not a 
distraction 

03.

I am going 
back to 
basics

04.

I am turning 
to self 
sufficiency

CONSUMER CONTEXT: HOW ARE CUSTOMERS THINKING ABOUT BRANDS?

For More Consumer Insight, See The Human Truths:  
Human Side Of Uncertainty Report

http://go/ht-uncertainty
http://go/ht-uncertainty


Key Decisions
for Messaging



KEY DECISIONS FOR MESSAGING

If your brand wants  to adjust creative based 
on the current climate, how you speak to 
customers depends on a few key decisions 
that will differ by vertical, brand, and 
geography.

A framework for 
decision-making

FIRST SECOND

Role + 
Timeframe
Understand your 
brand’s role and choose 
where to address your 
message re: the crisis 
timeline.

Balance

Find the optimal mix 
of crisis context and 
distinctiveness for 
your brand.



KEY DECISIONS FOR MESSAGING

Role

FIRST

Brands should be very honest, 
self-aware and humble about their 
relation to the crisis. Overstating 
your own importance has the most 
room for error right now.

This mirrors the insight from our 
Human Truths work on the role of 
brands in the crisis: the need for 
“Act for We” and “Talk to Me” 

Note: A brand can shift its role 
through concrete action (e.g. LVMH 
making sanitizer, Intuit donating to 
small businesses, Retailers sewing 
masks, etc.)

INDIRECT ADJACENT ESSENTIAL

You have a product or service that 
may be helpful to people during this 
time
- Stay at home content
- Special retail sales with relevance
- Connectivity

You don’t have a clear or 
obvious role to play
- Beauty products
- Luxury goods
- Travel services

You have a product or service 
that directly connects to the crisis
- Grocery/food delivery
- Cleaning supplies
- Financial services that provide 

immediate economic relief or 
benefit

ACT FOR 
WE

TALK 
TO ME

For More Consumer Insight, See The Human Truths:  
Human Side Of Uncertainty Report

http://go/ht-uncertainty
http://go/ht-uncertainty


STRATEGIES FOR VOICE & TONE

DoorDash
We Are Open For Business

Role
01. Essential: Crisis-Based

FIRST

The more essential of a role your product or service plays, the 
more concrete, simple and specific the message should be: 
what exactly do you do and how exactly will it help people 
with detail about how to access your product or service. If 
you are providing a function outside of your core business, 
be very explicit about what you are doing and keep the 
focus on your own brand light.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2OZqe0fX2dc


Clorox
Help Spread Protection

Rocket Mortgage
We Are With You

STRATEGIES FOR VOICE & TONE

Sainsbury’s
Help Stop The Spread

Role
02. Adjacent: Need Based

FIRST

Your messaging should focus on the human context 
(individual/family) and how your brand solves a need or 
provides a service there. Your messaging should be more 
personal than broad in scope.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IVY1YWOnfLs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8MLhBw58FnE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ncOptClX4jg


Marks & Spencers
We’re All In This Together

Ikea
Your House Has Something To Say

STRATEGIES FOR VOICE & TONE

Doner
When The Motor Stops

Role
03. Indirect: 
Community Based

FIRST

The more indirectly related your brand is to the crisis, the more 
emotional/abstract the message can be - though it still needs to 
connect to the situation we are in. Identifying yourself as a part of 
community or audience with a role that serves that community can 
provide space to communicate even with no concrete role to play. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VhzjqsRvC40
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZG3-9IPJLs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zg0Hei0cjl0


KEY DECISIONS FOR MESSAGING

Timeframe
There are currently only two that 
matter: 
Now and an unspecified Later. 

There is no vision in the middle 
distance at the moment, no clear 
space for mid-range planning; 
needs are either  immediate and 
close in or abstract and not 
time-bound. INDIRECT ADJACENT ESSENTIAL

NOW

LATER

FIRST

No middle distance planning/vision



KEY DECISIONS FOR MESSAGING

Timeframe

Shock
Sudden change in behavior, unlikely 
to sustain (School closing)

Step-change
Sudden change in behavior, 
may sustain (exercise routine)

Speed up
Acceleration of existing behavior, 
may sustain (delivery svc)

Respond Recover & Rebuild

This creative consideration intersects with key business planning decisions about whether 
changes of business behavior will become an ongoing part of the business or a short-term 
crisis-driven shift.  While businesses need to plan for these decisions, consumers are not 
currently processing them in this way. Brands should either focus on messaging focused on 
the immediate need, or as if these behaviors are permanent and ongoing.

FIRST

For More Consumer Insight, See The Human Truths:  
Human Side Of Uncertainty Report

http://go/ht-uncertainty
http://go/ht-uncertainty


KEY DECISIONS FOR MESSAGING

Timeframe
Messaging 
implications

Now: These messages should be concrete and specific (eg., 
curbside pickup), speaking directly to a specific or implied audience 
(workers, customers, a nation). McDonalds; We’ll Be Here.  Barclays; 
A Message 

The more power your ads draw from hitting this moment, the less 
staying power they will have. Brands focused on Now will need to 
plan to re-adjust message and perspective to remain current as the 
situation shifts.

Later: Messages tied less directly to the specifics of this moment 
have a longer shelf life.  These messages can speak broadly and 
abstractly about challenge and resilience, or the dynamics of 
community. Mass Mutual; Live Mutual. Visit Portugal; Hope. Virgin 
Media; Stay Home, Stay Safe, Stay Connected 

Longer-term changes of business behavior should be woven fully  into 
the larger brand in more considered ways, either by highlighting them 
as an existing part of the business, or more fully integrating a new 
presentation of the brand/business.

FIRST

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BFgW4S6zOQU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nCEOivEPL_4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nCEOivEPL_4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mAFvgngbeew&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=35&v=70tcUNgd8IM&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3Eom0ZmkSA&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3Eom0ZmkSA&feature=emb_logo


KEY DECISIONS FOR MESSAGING

INDIRECT ADJACENT ESSENTIAL

FIRST

NOW

LATER

Role

No middle time

Timeframe
Messaging 
implications

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJOBfyhMsek&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mwQ1metUv2o&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BFgW4S6zOQU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqZS00w7e0E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2OZqe0fX2dc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mAFvgngbeew&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZG3-9IPJLs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1TwrGhIGE4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hRwT43hzWtY&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=35&v=70tcUNgd8IM&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CEpSVbTDqUE&feature=emb_logo


KEY DECISIONS FOR MESSAGING

MassMutual
Live Mutual

Jaguar
Keep it parked

Cottonelle
#ShareASquare

FIRST

Role + Timeframe: Examples
Indirect role, Later timeframe Indirect role, Now time frame Essential role, Now timeframe

MassMutual highlights its 
long-term resilience in the face 
of many challenges to provide 
support and shared hope to get 
through this unspecified 
challenge.c

Jaguar uses a super simple visual 
of reversing footage to show cars 
going back into driveways and 
garages, and people going back 
into their homes to reinforce 
staying home (while still showing 
their lovely cars.)

Cottonelle reassures that there 
will be no TP shortage while 
reinforcing their size, and 
highlight their United Way 
partnership.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mwQ1metUv2o
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mAFvgngbeew
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GqZS00w7e0E


KEY DECISIONS FOR MESSAGING

Guinness
We Will Toast Again

FIRST

Role + Timeframe: The Challenge of NOW

Guinness
A St Patrick’s Day Message

Guinness launched a message on March 
13th, about celebrating a different sort of 
St.Patrick’s Day, apart or together. It 
included the idea of going down to the 
pub to say hello to bartenders and 
friends--something not aligned with 
social distancing guidelines.

March 13 March 20

So they re-cut the ad with much of the 
same footage, but a longer term 
message of resilience, more focused on 
social distancing guidelines and offered in 
the context of their own 9000-yr lease.  
This agility taps into the moment, but 
keeps their messaging aligned with the 
shifting norms around them.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJOBfyhMsek
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GWVW5p62sO8


Balancing Brand and Crisis
Be yourself. Everybody else is already taken.

    -Oscar Wilde



KEY DECISIONS FOR MESSAGING

Balance

Messaging implications: The current crisis dominates the news, our 
conversations and thoughts, and blocks out or colors almost all other aspects of 
our communications. Creating work acknowledging this can show empathy and 
relevance, but it’s easy to lose brand distinctiveness. Not acknowledging can 
seem tone-deaf or out of touch.

Brands need deep empathy and deep self-awareness to find the right balance 
for themselves.

SECOND

More 
Brand 

Focused

More 
Crisis 
Focused

Signal 
empathy 

Dominos:
Contactless 
Delivery

Budweiser:
One Team

Ford: 
Payment Relief

State Farm: 
New Normal

IKEA SP:
#stayhome

Uber:
Don’t Move

AT&T: 
Keeping 
Connected

Virgin Media:
Stay Connected

CHALLENGE Maintain 
distinctiveness

CHALLENGE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZWG008ZaBI&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZWG008ZaBI&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZWG008ZaBI&feature=emb_logo
https://youtu.be/3_t9niMNkdg
https://youtu.be/3_t9niMNkdg
https://youtu.be/yg7F6Yd1gvw
https://youtu.be/yg7F6Yd1gvw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pJre9SzBMM&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4pJre9SzBMM&feature=emb_logo
https://youtu.be/zg0Hei0cjl0
https://youtu.be/zg0Hei0cjl0
https://youtu.be/lMmQXi9fwoY
https://youtu.be/lMmQXi9fwoY
https://youtu.be/5iELPZZW8Y0
https://youtu.be/5iELPZZW8Y0
https://youtu.be/5iELPZZW8Y0
https://youtu.be/T3Eom0ZmkSA
https://youtu.be/T3Eom0ZmkSA


KEY DECISIONS FOR MESSAGING

Balance
Product vs. equity
When your product has a clear functional role in the crisis, embrace 
it. Your brand and products can be upfront if you have a real role to 
play.

Clorox
Help Spread 
Protection

SECOND

If your brand has a real role to 
play, embrace it. Be direct, 
clear and helpful. 

Clorox is critical at this moment. They do a nice job of providing 
clear, no-nonsense information while focusing visually on a range of 
helpful products in-use.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IVY1YWOnfLs


KEY DECISIONS FOR MESSAGING

Balance

Be the best self this situation allows
This is the place for your brand to be the best “you” that this 
situation gives you the space to be. Lean on your creative agency 
to find something that connects deeply to your brand’s equity, and 
bring it to life through actions and expression (visuals, copy, music)

Budweiser
One Team

SECOND

Finding a message that speaks 
to the context with appropriate 
humility and is also distinct 
enough to associate with your 
brand is the most challenging 
part of this moment for brands. 

Budweiser does an excellent job of combining their legacy of 
sports sponsorship and deep American roots with a Red Cross 
service partnership. They combine concrete action at meaningful 
scale with a unique expression of their brand that speaks 
especially to sports fans. They are not promoting themselves or 
their products, but contributing to common need through shared 
values.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_t9niMNkdg


KEY DECISIONS FOR MESSAGING

Balance

You can use a light touch.
It may not be necessary to create a completely new asset, or tell a 
story dominated by the crisis: making slight alterations to an 
existing light-hearted spot has the potential to suit the new 
context while also staying true to your brand values.

Dominos
Contactless Delivery

This balance does not need to 
be all about the crisis. Even a 
light but thoughtful touch can 
bring relevance in 
brand-appropriate ways.

SECOND

Dominos edited an existing “Risky Business”-themed spot to 
include mobile screens highlighting the Contactless Delivery, and 
edited out the interactions with the delivery person to subtly 
evolve their message and creative for the current situation.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LZWG008ZaBI


Strategies for 
Voice & Tone



01. Many brands using the same tone

Right now we’re seeing lots of brands use a tone 
that is somber, caring resilience--so much so that 
it is already being parodied. This can be very 
challenging for brands attempting to stand out 
for the right reasons. 

STRATEGIES FOR VOICE & TONE

02. The range of possible tones is narrowed 
overall

In this time, few brands can pull off madcap, 
whimsical, hilarious, ironic, or anything excessive 
in any way except generosity. If there is humor, it 
is gentle. The translation of existing tones into 
this context is a core challenge of any comms.

“When a brand is in trouble, go back to 
the heart, the core, the essence of why 
you started, what it was. And rebuild 
from there. Don’t try and be something 
else.” 
- John Hegarty, Founder of BBH, TBWA 
and Saatchi & Saatchi

Two Challenges

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/famouscampaigns_every-brand-right-now-by-matt-buechele-ugcPost-6651418183611756544-nIcX/


01. Direct & Personal
02. Sweeping & Poetic
03. Practical & Upbeat
04. Borrowed Voices

STRATEGIES FOR VOICE & TONE

Approaches we’re 
seeing



01. Direct & 
Personal

Perdue
A Time Like This

Walmart
Heroes

McDonald’s Philippines
CEO-Message to Customers

STRATEGIES FOR VOICE & TONE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jYpJhXxadAw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7msJnys0GTM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-LBSJQEadSU


02. Sweeping & 
Poetic

Budweiser
One Team

Doner.
When the Motor Stops

AT&T
Committed to Keeping You 
Connected

STRATEGIES FOR VOICE & TONE

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3_t9niMNkdg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CZG3-9IPJLs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5iELPZZW8Y0


03. Practical & 
Upbeat

Little Caesars Pizza
Serving Peace of Mind, Always

DoorDash
Open for Delivery

STRATEGIES FOR VOICE & TONE

Michaels
We're here for the Makers

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zlthvxtfc54
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aoQHAwjJebI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2OZqe0fX2dc


04. Borrowed 
Voices

Virgin Media
Stay Home, Stay Safe, Stay 
Connected

Google
Thank You Healthcare Workers

STRATEGIES FOR VOICE & TONE

Facebook
We're never lost if we can find each 
other

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T3Eom0ZmkSA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nWwVFywBCeY
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-rtuEgAHWw0


How to Make It:
Production Guidance



HOW TO MAKE IT

Contrary to perception, agencies and 
production houses are largely open 
for business (...and so are Google’s 
creative and production services) .



HOW TO MAKE IT

“In these unprecedented times, Large scale 
live-action production is pretty much 
impossible. But that doesn’t mean the work has 
to stop.”

The challenge: aligning expectations to these 
workflows may take a bit of a learning curve, as 
remote work tends to have different timetables and 
budget considerations.  

One constant that does remain from the old 
production world: time=money.  The more complex 
a creative deliverable generally the higher the cost 
and time to produce.

Despite the global 
slowdown in all aspects 
of life, creative 
development and 
production are still 
going strong thanks to 
nimble partners and 
remote work protocols.



HOW TO MAKE IT

100%

50%

0%
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Time + Cost Needed to Produce

Add/Change 
Supers

Edit for 
Format or 
Platform

Creative 
Reuse

Creative 
Remix

Animation CGI

Basic editing:
Gtech or Production Partners

Advanced  editing:
Creative agency and production partners

Net new work
Creative agency and production partners New Shoot

Production options & 
Partners



HOW TO MAKE IT

72andSunny
Producing for Today

The Mill
A Letter From...

BBH
Brands & Covid

External inspiration
External partners and agencies have launched informative and 
useful resources to support the current crisis covering positioning 
through to production. These decks are packed with examples of 
what can get made in this moment.

And a lovely film about the power of video from Newfangled Studios

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1kAGkk-rlJXJAQvFUzds5rH-8QlKT5yjWaOuO0dp67a4/edit?pli=1#slide=id.g8193959c30_0_0
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1kAGkk-rlJXJAQvFUzds5rH-8QlKT5yjWaOuO0dp67a4/edit?pli=1#slide=id.g8193959c30_0_0
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1kAGkk-rlJXJAQvFUzds5rH-8QlKT5yjWaOuO0dp67a4/edit?pli=1#slide=id.g8193959c30_0_0
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1kAGkk-rlJXJAQvFUzds5rH-8QlKT5yjWaOuO0dp67a4/edit?pli=1#slide=id.g8193959c30_0_0
https://www.slideshare.net/HarryGuild/covid19-and-marketing-a-briefing-to-marketing-leaders
https://www.slideshare.net/HarryGuild/covid19-and-marketing-a-briefing-to-marketing-leaders
https://www.slideshare.net/HarryGuild/covid19-and-marketing-a-briefing-to-marketing-leaders
https://www.slideshare.net/HarryGuild/covid19-and-marketing-a-briefing-to-marketing-leaders
https://www.slideshare.net/HarryGuild/covid19-and-marketing-a-briefing-to-marketing-leaders
https://www.slideshare.net/HarryGuild/covid19-and-marketing-a-briefing-to-marketing-leaders
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16dR392d2MSbYHdrbemKo7_LVhChZl3D8/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16dR392d2MSbYHdrbemKo7_LVhChZl3D8/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16dR392d2MSbYHdrbemKo7_LVhChZl3D8/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16dR392d2MSbYHdrbemKo7_LVhChZl3D8/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16dR392d2MSbYHdrbemKo7_LVhChZl3D8/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16dR392d2MSbYHdrbemKo7_LVhChZl3D8/view
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1kAGkk-rlJXJAQvFUzds5rH-8QlKT5yjWaOuO0dp67a4/edit#slide=id.g8193959c30_0_0
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1rYwiba-ovU5CMX2RvkgVL5Dzx0k9xKb3/view
https://www.slideshare.net/HarryGuild/covid19-and-marketing-a-briefing-to-marketing-leaders
https://youtu.be/Wzk4YPY5pVM

